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Instructor’s Guide
CREDIT CARD CAUTIONS
Introduction

One of today’s rites of passage from teenager to young adult is the credit card. Armed with a brand
new credit card many older teens and young adults gain immediate buying power but not always the
knowledge of how to use credit responsibly. This program guides young people through the maze of
introductory rates, finance charges, credit reports, credit repair, card safety, and purchase decisions.
First person stories from credit card users and abusers as well as a credit counseling expert help
viewers understand how credit cards actually work.

Objectives

After viewing the program, students will be able to:

1. Understand how a credit card works

2. Compare credit card rates and fees

3. Learn that there are three good reasons to use a credit card: for emergencies, convenience,
and to build a credit history

4. Realize that there are also pitfalls involved in having a credit card, such as out-of-control spending

5. Know where to go for help with credit card problems

Overview

As Matt watches the new game show Credit Card Cautions, he tells us his experience with having a
credit card. He was a pretty reasonable guy who did well n school, participated in a lot of activities,
and didn’t give his parents a lot of grief. But al that changed when he got a credit card. He says that
it was easy for him and his friends to get cards. Tricia got her first one over the phone when she was
in high school. Tami started with a store card when she worked in the mall and then got one with a
$5,000 limit when she went to college. As soon as Larum was 18, he signed up for as many cards as
he could get which, at one time, was 15.
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A credit card counselor explains that all the credit card companies want to get their card in a young
person’s hand because the first one they get is usually the one they stay with for years. He urges
applicants to take the process seriously and to compare rates and terms before applying for a card.
It’s also important to know how you will pay for purchases.

Matt used his card to buy a CD player he’d been wanting. However, the summer job he thought
would come through didn’t, and he was stuck with a big payment. In addition, he kept charging
other items on his $1,000 limit card. He says that credit cards can be good, especially for emergen-
cies. It’s just that a CD player wasn’t exactly an emergency.

Reasons to Have a Credit Card
Emergencies can happen. Your car might break down or your book bill could be more than you
planned. If you know you will be able to pay back the charged amount in a reasonable amount of
time, that’ a good use of credit. But it’s important to know what’s an emergency and what’s not.
Convenience. In any situation where you don’t wan to carry a lot of cash, a credit card can be a good
and safe alternative, especially when traveling.

Credit History
When you want to buy a car or a home or take out any kind of loan, lenders look at your credit histo-
ry. Credit bureaus keep a record of how you pay your bills and let potential lenders know whether
you have a good or poor credit history. By charging items on your credit card and repaying the
amount on time you are showing that you are  good credit candidate.

Reasons Not to Have a Credit Card
Can’t Repay. If you don’t have enough income to pay for your charged purchases, you may want to
wait until you can afford to use a credit card.

Can’t Control Spending. Some people charge items and services they don’t need or can’t afford. A
credit card can be lethal in the hands of a compulsive spender.

How a Credit Card Works
Loan. A credit card works like a loan. The credit card company loans you money to make purchases.
They pay vendors for your changes right away.

Annual Fee. Most credit card companies charge a fee to use their card.

Interest. When you receive your credit card statement, you will find your balance which is the
amount you owe. If you pay it in full, that will be all you owe. But if you only pay off part of the
amount due, the company will charge you interest on the loan.
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Annual Percentage Rate (APR). The APR is the amount of interest you will pay over a year. It is bro-
ken down into twelve payments on the statement and is called the Finance Charge. It’s important to
read the fine print on the back of the application or statement which outlines the interest rate. Cards
can vary as much as 10 points in the annual percentage rate, and that makes a huge difference if you
carry a balance on your account. Also, while some rates are fixed and always stay the same, others
are variable, which means they can change without you realizing it.

Minimum Payment. Each month you are expected to pay back at least two percent of the amount
you owe, plus interest. This is called the minimum payment. If you only pay the minimum amount,
you could be paying more in interest than you are on the original amount.

Cash Advance Charge. Some cards charge a special fee or a higher interest rate on cash advances.

Late Charge. If you don’t make your monthly payments on time, you could be charged a late fee of
$10 to $25.

Over Limit Charge. If you go over your credit limit, a fee of $10 to $25 can be tacked on to your bill.

Interest Rates Can Make a Difference.
$1,000 balance
$25 per month payment

APR PAYOFF TIME

10% 4 years
15% 4.7 years
18% 5 years

Safety
There are plenty of people who know their way around credit card roadblocks, so keep your eye on
your card and receipts. If you realize your card is missing, call your credit card company immediately.
You may be responsible for the first $50, but after that most companies don’t make you pay for
unauthorized charges. Card safety also spreads to the telephone and the internet. Make sure you
know who is on the other end of the line and that your order will be secure. Only give out your num-
ber if you are the one who made the call.

Credit Repair
People who mess up their credit cards by charging more than they can pay back can do more than
worry. They can:
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1. Increase their monthly payments
2. Stop using their monthly payments
3. Cut up their credit cards
4. Reduce the number of cards they have
5. Lower their card limits
6. Call the credit card company and see if they will lower the interest rate or forgive some of the

interest to get the account back on track.
7. Go to a credit counselor. A counselor can often negotiate better terms with the credit card company.

Mark got out of credit card trouble but it was hard. He went into total poverty mode. His friends went
to concerts. He stayed home. He got two summer jobs instead of one. He missed a lot, but he paid off
every cent of his card.

Discussion Starters

1. How many of you have a credit card?

2. How did you get your card?

3. How do you use your card?

4. Did this video change your thoughts about credit cards in any way?

5. What are some good reasons to use a credit card?

6. How can people get in trouble with credit cards?

7. Why should a person applying for a credit card consider the annual percentage rate?

8. If someone is having trouble paying the monthly payment on one or more credit cards, what
should they do?

Credit Card Cautions

Mindy
Mindy, a high school senior, gets a phone call and the person on the line says he will send her a 
credit card from his company. She earns money from babysitting. What should she tell the caller?
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James
James, 19, is an assistant manager of a fast food restaurant. He goes to the counter at a clothing
store to pay for two pairs of jeans. The clerk says he can save 10% off his purchase if he applies for a
store credit card. He has one national credit card. Should he get a card from the store?

Gretchen
Gretchen is a freshman at her state’s biggest college. When she goes to buy her books, there are
tables set up in front of the store offering credit cards. One company will give her a free t-shirt if she
signs up for a card. Another offers a free phone card for turning in an application. Plus, she picked up
an application for a credit card on her dorm bulletin board. She doesn’t have a card. What should she
do about all these offers?

Your Money Profile

Are you a good candidate for a credit card? Before you make the decision to apply for a credit card,
you might want to think about how you handle money. Ask yourself a few questions:

1. Do you earn money on a steady basis? How much?

2. Do you save money?

3. Do you spend the money you have? What do you buy?

4. What would you buy with a credit card?

5. How would you pay back the money you charged?

6. Are considering your spending patterns, do you think you could be responsible with a credit
card? Why or why not?
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